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• Fully Virtual

• Engaging & immersive user 
experience

• Highly configurable

• Based on latest technologies 
for AI 
and machine learning

• Proven to predict 
performance

• Solid scientific basis

• Accurate

• Design specifically for 
online delivery

Introducing Sova
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Unified assessment approach

Sova provides an end to end assessment platform with flexible modules from job preview and assessment, 
through to video interview, digital assessment centres and onwards into development. 

Joined up data capture means 
predictive analytics can be 

threaded throughout the process 
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1. In the light of covid-19 we have seen organisations respond quickly to the 

immediate impact of the pandemic, e.g. virtual assessment centres

2. The economic impact is only starting to be felt and will endure for the foreseeable 

future

3. As unemployment rises, there will be more applications per vacancy which puts 

increased pressure on cost-per-hire

4. Virtualisation AND re-engineering the hiring process is key to delivering cost-

efficiency without compromising the quality of decision-making.

Why are we focusing on efficiency today?
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• Governments across the globe have announced stimulus 
plans amounting to $10.6 trillion

• 94% of businesses in the UK seeking support from the 
Government

• 27% of the working population have been furloughed and 
49% of those working are doing so from home.

• Unemployment has already increased to 2.5 million, or 7.5% 
of the working population in the UK
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Job vacancies

Thinking about the next 6-9 months - what will be the lasting impact of the crisis on talent acquisition?
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How are talent functions responding?

Step 1: Fast response to 
virtualise the hiring process

Step 2: Medium term workforce 
planning & talent strategy in the 

‘new normal’
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Recruitment essentials in the contact-free economy

Candidate experience

Virtual Diversity & Inclusion

Connected data 
insights

Value & cost-efficiency

Precision 



How efficient and effective is your hiring funnel?
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FINAL ASSESSMENT

550

TELEPHONE SCREEN

2250

COGNITIVE SCREEN

3150

SITUATIONAL JUDGMENT

4500

SCREENING QUESTIONS

5000

200 HIRES

TRADITIONAL

BUSINESS INTERVIEW(S)

700

RECRUITER SCREEN

1400

CV SCREEN

3500

APPLY

5000

200 HIRES

MANUAL



Transformational approach

• Incremental changes are not enough in 

the emerging environment

• Using technology to reduce 

administrative load of processing and 

scheduling

• More effective up front whole-person 

screening to improve quality of talent 

progressed to end stage assessment

• Seamless candidate experience in 

contrast to disjointed traditional 

approach

• Unified approach delivers connected 

insights throughout the process

• Delivers on D&I, candidate experience, 

cost-saving and efficiency
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FINAL VIRTUAL 
ASSESSMENT

360

VIDEO 
INTERVIEW

1800

BLENDED ASSESSMENT

4500

SCREENING QUESTIONS

5000

200
HIRES



Transformational improvement with over 30% savings

Efficient screening

• Remove time spent sifting CVs

• Improve final stage conversion ratios 

• Accurately identify 80-90% of high 

performers

Virtual end stage assessment

• Reduce admin time by up to 50% e.g. 

via simple scheduling 

• Travel, venue and printing costs

• Reduce manager time spent scoring and 

reporting by up to 30%

• Automated feedback

• Cost & time to hire reduced 
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Illustrative comparison

TRADITIONAL 
APPROACH

SOVA

Total hours spent 2205 1530

Total cost £177,500 £113,000

Accuracy at 
predicting high 
performance Vs. 
Interview only

2-2.5 x 3-3.5 x

D&I adverse 
impact

4/5ths pass rate Minimal

Candidate 
experience

Can appear CLUNKY SEAMLESS and UNIFIED

Drop off 
rates 30% 8%

Time 
to hire 6 WEEKS 2-3 WEEKS

Sifting rate
Lower 
at each stage

Higher 
at each stage

Final assessment 
conversion rate 30-40% 50-75%
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Sova is fully integrated with the 
clients applicant tracking system. As 

soon as a candidate applies and 
submits an application form they are 

progressed through to the online 
assessment where she can learn more 

about the role and complete the 
assessment. 
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Let’s look at this from the 
candidate perspective…
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Administration & scheduling 
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Assessment centre schedule is automatically distributed to 
Assessors and Candidates with secure links to virtual rooms to 

ensure everyone is in the right place at the right time.

Consider the complexity of your existing Assessment Centres. 
As an example, assessing 12 candidates for an interview, role 
play and group exercise would require 27 separate activities.
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Clear candidate briefing

Welcome and instructional video sent to candidates pre-virtual assessment 
centre, so they know what to expect and how to prepare
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Wash Up session & online dashboards

Data collated online to 
provide an instant 

overview of scores and 
group level data to 
inform the decision 

making process.
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Reporting

Assessor / Internal ReportingCandidate Feedback Reports
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All scores and notes are used to produce an 
automated candidate or assessor report. 
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Efficiency

Demonstrable Business Outcomes

Reduced cost by

over 30%

Improved final stage conversion ratio 
from 1:3 to 2:3

Diversity & Inclusion

Inclusive intake:
50/50 gender balance achieved

Demonstrated balanced selection 
by gender and ethnicity

Prediction

Accurately identifying 
89% of high performers

2x better at identifying 
high potential candidates

Candidate Experience

92% of candidates 
find process engaging  

Completion rate up 68% and 
time to hire reduced from 
11 to <2 days



Unified assessment for candidates and hiring managers

EFFICIENT BLENDED ASSESSMENT WITH 
INTEGRATED VIDEO INTERVIEW 

VIRTUALISE FINAL ASSESSMENT 
STAGE

Seamless assessment 
experience

Rich media content to 
engage & guide 
candidates

Automated feedback 
at every stage

Whole-person up-front 
screening

Less time 
administering the 

process

Significant cost-
savings

Precise, accurate and 
fair talent assessment

Real-time analytics to 
track efficiency, 

effectiveness & fairness
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1. Precision in sifting is key to ensure good quality candidates at final stage

2. Clear communication and preparation opportunities for assessors and candidates 

in virtual assessment

3. Consider IT security for virtual settings

4. Retain focus on the quality of decision-making (precision and fairness)

5. Hiring managers have adopted remote decision-making successfully

6. Build resilience and flexibility into the process

7. Virtualisation creates the opportunity to transform and make big improvements

Lessons learnt during Covid-19 response 
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Review your hiring funnel

• How is the pandemic influencing your talent 
strategy? 

• Where is your hiring process inefficient or 
feeling the pressure?

• How many HR tech point solutions in your 
funnel?

• Take a walk in the candidate’s shoes
• Are you able to access data across all stages 

of the hiring process?
• Does the hiring process put your brand front 

and centre of the experience?
• What do your resourcing teams spend most 

of their time doing?
• Is your hiring process measuring the right 

things?
• Do you use talent data collected at 

recruitment post-hire?
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• Critical first step is virtualising the end-to-end process.

• The economic impact is only just unfolding for organisations.

• Greater application numbers for less hires puts pressure on cost per hire.

• Incremental efficiencies are insufficient.

• Transforming the assessment funnel is vital to deliver meaningful efficiencies, 

flexibility and resilience.

• This can be delivered without compromising on quality of decision-making.

Conclusion
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Additional resources

• Webinar recording and slides will 

be shared with all attendees as well 

as a copy of an interactive 

Assessment Audit

• Upcoming webinar: ‘Leading through 

crisis - agile leadership for the virtual 

world’ (27th May)

• On-demand webinars:

• Virtual Assessment Centres

• How to Minimise disruption to 

your hiring process?



Questions 


